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AFFECTED ARTICLES
Commercial Aircraft [also self-identified as Commercial Aircraft Equipment (CAE) or Biskay
Commercial Aircraft Equipment] manufactured and sold articles, listed in table below:
Nomenclature
Hot Jug
Full Size Aluminum Waste Insert
Aluminum Tray (used on Oven Insert B60-18
First Class Glass Rack Carrier
Atlas Standard Beverage Drawer
Atlas Standard Oven Insert with Trays
Half Cart

Part Number
D10120-30
B100-31
B11-22
B20-06
B40-11-04
B60-18-02
1407-001/302639-01

PURPOSE
This notification advises all aircraft owners, operators, manufacturers, maintenance organizations and parts
suppliers and distributors that the above listed articles were produced without Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) production approval.
BACKGROUND
Information discovered during an FAA Suspected Unapproved Parts (SUP) investigation revealed that
between June 2012 and June 2016, Commercial Aircraft, 10490 Markison Road, Dallas, TX 75238,
produced and sold aircraft galley equipment as listed in the above table. Commercial Aircraft is not a FAA
production approval holder.
RECOMMENDATIONS
FAA regulations require that type-certificated products conform to their type design. Aircraft owners,
operators, manufacturers, maintenance organizations, parts suppliers and distributors are encouraged to
inspect their aircraft and/or aircraft parts inventory for the above referenced articles. If the subject parts are
found installed in a type certificated aircraft, it is recommended they be removed. If these parts are found in
existing inventory, it is recommended they be quarantined to prevent installation.
FURTHER INFORMATION
You may obtain further information concerning this investigation from the FAA Manufacturing Inspection
District Office (MIDO) listed below. In addition to the above recommendations, the FAA would appreciate
any information concerning the discovery of the above-referenced articles from any source, the means used to
identify the source, and the actions taken to remove the referenced articles from aircraft and/or parts
inventories.
This notice originated from the FAA Fort Worth MIDO, 10101 Hillwood Parkway, Fort Worth, TX 76177,
Telephone; (817) 222-5819, Fax (817) 222-5696.

